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The thrilling conclusion to the New York Times bestselling series "made for fans of Victoria
Aveyard and Sabaa Tahir" (Bustle), Ember Queen is an epic fantasy about a throne cruelly
stolen and a girl who must fight to take it back for her people.Princess Theodosia was a prisoner
in her own country for a decade. Renamed the Ash Princess, she endured relentless abuse and
ridicule from the Kaiser and his court. But though she wore a crown of ashes, there is fire in
Theo's blood. As the rightful heir to the Astrean crown, it runs in her veins. And if she learned
anything from her mother, it's that a Queen never cowers.Now free, with a misfit army of rebels
to back her, Theo must liberate her enslaved people and face a terrifying new enemy: the new
Kaiserin. Imbued with a magic no one understands, the Kaiserin is determined to burn down
anyone and everything in her way.The Kaiserin's strange power is growing stronger, and with
Prinz Søren as her hostage, there is more at stake than ever. Theo must learn to embrace her
own power if she has any hope of standing against the girl she once called her heart's
sister.Praise for the Ash Princess series"A darkly enchanting page-turner you won't be able to
put down." --Bustle"A dark and spellbinding epic. . . . Brace yourself, because Theodosia
Houzzara--wounded, driven, and deadly--is going to carve out a place for herself in your heart."
--Sara Holland, New York Times bestselling author of Everless

Praise for the New York Times bestselling Ash Princess series:“Sure to be one of the summer's
most talked about YAs. . . . A darkly enchanting page-turner you won't be able to put down.” –
Bustle“Tense and imaginative, this story of a diminished yet vengeful princess inciting a rebellion
to recapture her rightful place of power strikes a timely chord. Ash Princess is a smart, feminist
twist on a traditional tale of a fallen heroine, with plenty of court intrigue, love, and lies to
sweeten the deal. Good luck putting this one down.” —Virginia Boecker,author ofThe Witch
Hunter series“The story leaps and twists like a swordswoman, and its blade carves the
characters anew and divides them against themselves. This searing page-turner is a compelling
examination of the complexities of both evil and resistance.”—Sarah Porter, author of Vassa in
the Night"Laura Sebastian has created a dark and spellbinding epic in Ash Princess. Brace
yourself, because Theodosia Houzzara—wounded, driven, and deadly—is going to carve out a
place for herself in your heart." —Sara Holland, New York Times bestselling author of
Everless"Emotionally complex, breathtakingly suspenseful"-Booklist"For fantasy fans, especially
those who enjoy strong female protagonists, this book will be an easy sell. Theo is tough,
honorable, and relatable in her emotions [and] Sebastian has built a beautiful and complex
world."-VOYA"A rebel queen fans the sparks of revolution...[and] Theo's first-person narration
remains enthralling with emotional immediacy...[while] packed to the brim with intrigue."-Kirkus
Reviews"Through unexpected allies and daring escape plans, [Theodosia's] trip from



downtrodden princess to queen is an engaging one that fantasy fans will enjoy...[as well as] fans
of The Selection series by Kiera Cass and The Hunger Games trilogy by Suzanne Collins."-
SLJ"[Ash Princess] provides a window into the complexities of human interaction and emotion,
familial tensions, and the false public face that is sometimes required in politics and at
court...culminating in a climactic ending ripe for a sequel."-Publishers Weekly"Sebastian brings
interest to Theodosia’s character through her internal battle...and the threats she must navigate
provide nail-biting tension....Readers will want to follow her into the coming revolution in a
promised sequel."-BulletinAbout the AuthorLaura Sebastian grew up in South Florida and
attended Savannah College of Art and Design. She now lives and writes in New York City. Laura
is the New York Times bestselling author of Ash Princess, Lady Smoke, and Ember Queen. To
learn more about Laura and her books, go to laurasebastianwrites.com and follow
@sebastian_lk on Twitter. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. ©
Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.ReckoningThe sun is blinding when I step out of the
mouth of the cave on weak legs. I lift a heavy, aching arm to shield my eyes, but the effort of even
that small gesture makes the world around me spin. My knees buckle and the ground comes up
to meet me, hard and sharp with rocks. It hurts, but oh, it feels so good to lie down, to have fresh
air in my lungs, to have light, even if it is too much all at once.My throat is so dry, it hurts to even
breathe. There is caked blood on my fingers, on my arms, in my hair. Distantly I realize that it’s
mine, but I can’t say where it came from. My memories are a desert--I remember stepping into
the cave, remember hearing my friends’ voices begging me to come back. And then . . .
nothing. “Theo,” a voice calls, familiar but so far away. A thousand footsteps beat against the
ground, each one making my head throb. I flinch away from the sound, curling tighter into
myself. Hands touch my skin--my wrists, the pulse point behind my ear. They are so cold, they
raise goose bumps on my skin. “Is she . . . ,” a voice says. Blaise. I try to say his name, but
nothing comes out. “She’s alive, but her pulse is faint and her skin is hot,” another voice says.
Heron. “We have to get her inside.” Arms scoop me up and carry me--Heron’s, I think. Again, I try
to speak, but I can’t make so much as a sound. “Art, your cloak,” Heron says, his chest rumbling
against my cheek with each word. “Cover her head with it. Her eyes are oversensitive.” “Yes, I
remember,” Art says. Fabric rustles and her cloak falls over my eyes, wrapping my world in
darkness once more. I let myself fall into it now. My friends have me, and so I am safe. The next
time I open my eyes, I’m on a cot inside a tent, the bright sun filtered through thick white cotton
so that it is bearable. The pounding in my head is still there, but it’s dull and faraway now. My
throat is no longer dry and raw, and if I focus, I have a hazy memory of Artemisia pouring water
into my open mouth. The pillow beneath my head is still damp from where she missed. Now,
though, I’m alone. I force myself to sit up even though it intensifies the pain echoing through my
every nerve. The Kalovaxians will return sooner or later, and who knows how long Cress will
keep Søren alive? There is so much to be done and not nearly enough time to do it.Placing my
bare feet on the dirt floor, I push myself to stand. As I do, the tent flap pulls open and Heron
steps inside, ducking his tall frame in order to fit through the small opening. When he sees me



awake and standing, he falters, blinking a few times to ensure he isn’t imagining me. “Theo,” he
says slowly, testing out the sound of my name. “How long has it been?” I ask him quietly. “Since I
entered the mine?” Heron surveys me for a moment. “Two weeks,” he says. The words knock me
backward, and I sit down on the cot again. “Two weeks,” I echo. “It felt like hours, maybe
days.” Heron doesn’t look surprised by that. Why would he? He’s gone through the same
thing. “Do you remember sleeping?” he asks me. “Eating? Drinking? You must have, at some
point, or you would be in much worse shape.” I shake my head, trying to grasp what I do
remember, but very little of it solidifies enough for me to hold on to. Scraps of details, ghosts that
could not have been real, fire flooding my veins. But nothing more than that. “You should have
left me,” I tell him. “Two weeks . . . Cress’s army could be back any day now, and Søren--” “Is
alive, according to reports,” Heron interrupts. “And the Kalovaxians have received no orders to
return here.”I stare at him. “How can you possibly know that?” I ask. He lifts a shoulder in a
lopsided shrug. “Spies,” he says, as if the answer should be obvious. “We don’t have spies,” I say
slowly. “We didn’t have spies. But we got word that the new Theyn was at his country home, two
days’ ride from here. We were able to turn several of his slaves before they returned to the
capital. We just received our first missive. The Theyn hasn’t ordered troops back yet. Besides,
the vast majority of the army has left. It’s only Blaise, Artemisia, Erik, Dragonsbane, and me, plus
a group of those still recovering from the battle. But even they’ll be going to safety with
Dragonsbane in a day or two.” I barely hear him, still trying to wrap my mind around the idea of
spies. All I can think of is Elpis, of what happened the last time I made a spy of someone. “I didn’t
approve the use of spies,” I tell him. “You’d walked into the mine the day before the plan was
hatched,” Heron says, his voice level. “You weren’t around to approve much of anything, and
there was no time to wait for you to come back. If you came back at all.” A retort dies in my throat,
and I swallow it. “If they die--” “It will have been a necessary risk,” Heron says. “They knew as
much when they volunteered. Besides, the Kaiserin is not as paranoid as the Kaiser, from what
we’ve heard. She thinks you’re dead, she thinks we aren’t a threat, she has Søren. She thinks
she’s won, and so she’s getting sloppy.” The Kaiserin. Will there ever come a day when I hear
that title and think first of Cress and not Kaiserin Anke? “You said the army had left,” I say.
“Where to?” Heron lets out a long exhale. “You missed quite a lot of squabbling while you were
gone--I almost envy you. The Vecturian chief sent his daughter Maile to assist us, along with his
troops. With Søren gone, she and Erik have the most battle experience, but they don’t agree on
anything. Erik wants to march straight to the capital to take the city and rescue Søren.” “That’s
foolish,” I say, shaking my head. “It’s exactly what they’ll expect, and even if it weren’t, we don’t
have the numbers for that kind of siege.” “That’s exactly what Maile said,” Heron says, shaking
his head. “She said we should continue to the Earth Mine.” “But we can’t do that without
marching past the most populous cities, without even the cover of forests or mountains,” I say.
“It’ll be impossible to avoid detection, and then Cress will have an army waiting to greet us at the
Earth Mine.” “Which is exactly what Erik said,” Heron says. “See, you’re all caught up.” “So who
won?” I ask. “No one,” Heron says. “It was decided that we should send the troops to the cities



along the Savria River. None of them is heavily populated, but we’ll be able to contain the
Kalovaxians, free their slaves, add to our numbers, and collect weapons and food as well. And
most importantly, our troops aren’t just waiting here like sitting ducks.” “Like we are, you mean,” I
say, rubbing my temples. The headache blossoming has nothing to do with the mine this time.
“And now I’m here to break the tie, I suppose.” “Later,” he says. “Once you can actually walk on
your own.”“I’m fine,” I tell him, more forcefully than necessary. Heron watches me warily. He
opens his mouth, but closes it again quickly, shaking his head. “If there’s something you want to
ask me about the mines, I don’t remember anything,” I tell him. “The last thing I remember is
going in--after that, it’s a blur.” “You will remember, in time,” he says. “For better or worse. But I
know I never want to speak of my experience. I assumed you would feel the same way.” I
swallow, pushing the thought aside. A problem for another day--and I have too many problems
before me as it is. “But something is on your mind,” I say to Heron. “What is it?” He weighs the
question in his mind for an instant. “Did it work?” he asks. For a second, I don’t know what he
means, but I suddenly remember--the reason I went into the mines in the first place, the weak
power I had over fire before, the side effect from Cress’s poison. I went into the mine to claim my
power, in hopes that I will have enough to stand against Cress when the time comes. Did it
work? There is only one way to find out.I hold my left palm up and summon fire. Even before I
uncurl my fingers, I feel heat thrumming beneath them, stronger than I’ve ever felt it before. It
comes easily when I summon it, like it’s a part of me, always lurking just below the surface. It
burns brighter, feels hotter, but it’s more than that. To show him, I toss it into the air, hold it there,
suspended but still alive, still bright. Heron’s eyes grow wide, but he says nothing as I lift my
hand and flex it. The ball of fire mimics me, becoming a hand of its own. When I move my
fingers, it matches each movement. I make a fist, and it does that as well. “Theo,” he says, his
voice a hoarse whisper. “I saw the extent of Ampelio’s power when he trained me. He couldn’t do
that.” I swallow and take hold of the flame again, smothering it in my grip and turning it to ash in
my hand. “If you don’t mind, Heron,” I say, my gaze fixed on the dark pigment that smears over
my skin just as the ash crown had, “is Mina still here? She’s--” “The healer,” he supplies,
nodding. “Yes, she’s still here. She’s been helping with the wounded. I’ll find her.” When he’s
gone, I dust ash from my hands and let it settle into the dirt floor. By the time Mina enters the
tent, I’ve gotten used to standing again, though my body still doesn’t feel entirely like mine. Every
move--every breath--feels like a labor, and every muscle aches. Mina must notice, because she
takes one look at me and gives a knowing smile.“It’s normal,” she says. “When I came out of the
mine, the priestesses said that the gods had broken me and remade me anew. It seemed to sum
up how I felt.” I nod, easing myself back to sit on my cot once more. “How long does it last?” I ask
her. She shrugs. “My pain lasted a couple of days, but it varies.” She pauses, looking me over.
“What you did was incredibly foolish. Going into the mine when you already possessed a
measure of power--when you were already a vessel half-full--you were asking for mine madness.
You realize that, don’t you?” I look at the ground. It’s been some time since I’ve been chastised
like this, by someone concerned about my well-being. I rack my mind for the last person; it very



well may have been my mother. I suppose Hoa did as well, in her wordless way. “I understood
the risks,” I tell her. “You’re the Queen of Astrea,” she continues, as if I haven’t spoken. “What
would we have done without you?” “You would have persisted,” I say, louder this time. “I am one
person. We lost far more in the war, far more in the siege itself, including my mother. We have
always persisted. I wouldn’t have made a difference.” Mina fixes me with a level look. “It was still
foolish,” she insists. “But I suppose it was also brave.” I shrug again. “Whatever it might have
been, it worked,” I say. I show her the same thing I showed Heron, how I can not just summon fire
but turn it into an extension of my own self. Mina watches me all the while with her lips pursed,
not saying a word until I’ve finished and am scattering the ash to the ground once more. “And
you slept,” she says, more to herself than me. “Quite heavily, as I understand it,” I say dryly. She
steps toward me. “May I feel your forehead?” she asks. I nod, and she presses the back of her
hand to my brow. “You aren’t warm,” she says before reaching out to touch the single tendril of
white in my auburn hair. “It was there before,” I tell her. “After the poison.” She nods. “I remember.
Not like the Kaiserin’s hair, is it? But I suppose you have Artemisia to thank for that--if she hadn’t
used her own gift on you so quickly to negate the poison, it would have affected you far more. If it
hadn’t killed you on the spot, the mine certainly would have.” “You didn’t see Cress--the Kaiserin--
yourself,” I say, changing the subject. “But you must have heard stories of her power by
now.” Mina considers this. “I’ve heard stories,” she says carefully. “Though I find stories are often
exaggerated.” I remember Cress killing the Kaiser with just her scalding hands around his throat,
the way she trailed ash over the desk with her fingertips. She radiated power in a way that I have
never seen equaled. I’m not sure how anyone could exaggerate what I saw with my own
eyes. “It’s as if . . . she doesn’t even have to call on her gift. She killed the Kaiser in a few seconds
with just her hands,” I say. “And you still don’t feel strong enough to stand against her,” Mina
guesses. “I don’t think anyone is,” I admit. “Did you ever hear of Guardians killing with that little
effort?” She shakes her head. “I didn’t hear anything about Guardians killing at all,” she says. “It
wasn’t their way. If a person’s crimes ever warranted execution, it was carried out by more
mundane means. Guardians never did the deed with the gifts given to them by the gods. It would
have been its own kind of sacrilege, a perversion of something holy.”I think about Blaise going
out into the battlefield, knowing he could have died but determined to kill as many Kalovaxians
as possible before he did. Was that a perversion of his gift? Or are the standards different now,
in times of war?“The children I saw before, the ones you were testing,” I say, remembering the
boy and girl with the same unstable power as Blaise. “How are they?” “Laius and Griselda,” she
supplies. “They are as well as can be expected, I suppose. Frightened and traumatized by the
horrific experiments the Kalovaxians did on them, but they’re strong in more ways than one.” She
pauses for a second. “Your hypothetical friend has been helpful. They like him, standoffish
though he might be. It truly is something, to discover you aren’t as alone in the world as you
thought.”--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.ReviewPraise for the New York
Times bestselling Ash Princess series:“Sure to be one of the summer's most talked about
YAs. . . . A darkly enchanting page-turner you won't be able to put down.” –Bustle“Tense and



imaginative, this story of a diminished yet vengeful princess inciting a rebellion to recapture her
rightful place of power strikes a timely chord. Ash Princess is a smart, feminist twist on a
traditional tale of a fallen heroine, with plenty of court intrigue, love, and lies to sweeten the deal.
Good luck putting this one down.” —Virginia Boecker,author ofThe Witch Hunter series“The
story leaps and twists like a swordswoman, and its blade carves the characters anew and
divides them against themselves. This searing page-turner is a compelling examination of the
complexities of both evil and resistance.”—Sarah Porter, author of Vassa in the Night"Laura
Sebastian has created a dark and spellbinding epic in Ash Princess. Brace yourself, because
Theodosia Houzzara—wounded, driven, and deadly—is going to carve out a place for herself in
your heart." —Sara Holland, New York Times bestselling author of Everless"Emotionally
complex, breathtakingly suspenseful"-Booklist"For fantasy fans, especially those who enjoy
strong female protagonists, this book will be an easy sell. Theo is tough, honorable, and
relatable in her emotions [and] Sebastian has built a beautiful and complex world."-VOYA"A
rebel queen fans the sparks of revolution...[and] Theo's first-person narration remains enthralling
with emotional immediacy...[while] packed to the brim with intrigue."-Kirkus Reviews"Through
unexpected allies and daring escape plans, [Theodosia's] trip from downtrodden princess to
queen is an engaging one that fantasy fans will enjoy...[as well as] fans of The Selection series
by Kiera Cass and The Hunger Games trilogy by Suzanne Collins."-SLJ"[Ash Princess] provides
a window into the complexities of human interaction and emotion, familial tensions, and the false
public face that is sometimes required in politics and at court...culminating in a climactic ending
ripe for a sequel."-Publishers Weekly"Sebastian brings interest to Theodosia’s character through
her internal battle...and the threats she must navigate provide nail-biting tension....Readers will
want to follow her into the coming revolution in a promised sequel."-Bulletin --This text refers to
an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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AuthorFOR ALL THE GIRLSwho never felt strong enough to be the heroine of their story. You
are.ISPENT MUCH OF MY FIRST six years afraid of my mother’s throne the way most children
are afraid of monsters lurking under their beds. It was a terrifying thing to behold: tall and
shadowy black, sharp-edged, carved to look like dark flames. I remember the bone-deep
certainty that touching it would burn.Every day, I would see my mother sit upon that throne, and I
believed that it held her there, its obsidian fingers digging into her skin. I watched it transform her
into someone else, someone I didn’t recognize. Gone was the woman at the center of my world,
the soft-spoken mother who would kiss my forehead and hold me on her lap, who would sing me
to sleep every night. In the throne, a stranger took over her body—her voice boomed, her back



was ramrod straight. She spoke carefully and authoritatively without a hint of a smile in her voice.
When the throne finally released her, she was exhausted.Now that I’m older, I know that the
throne wasn’t a monster in the way I believed. I know that it didn’t have a physical hold on my
mother. I know that when she sat on that throne, she was still herself. But I also understand that
in some way, I was right. She was never quite the same person on that throne that she was off
it.Usually, my mother belonged only to me; when she sat on that throne, she belonged to
everyone.THE SUN IS BLINDING WHEN I step out of the mouth of the cave on weak legs. I lift a
heavy, aching arm to shield my eyes, but the effort of even that small gesture makes the world
around me spin. My knees buckle and the ground comes up to meet me, hard and sharp with
rocks. It hurts, but oh, it feels so good to lie down, to have fresh air in my lungs, to have light,
even if it is too much all at once.My throat is so dry, it hurts to even breathe. There is caked blood
on my fingers, on my arms, in my hair. Distantly I realize that it’s mine, but I can’t say where it
came from. My memories are a desert—I remember stepping into the cave, remember hearing
my friends’ voices begging me to come back. And then…nothing.“Theo,” a voice calls, familiar
but so far away. A thousand footsteps beat against the ground, each one making my head throb.
I flinch away from the sound, curling tighter into myself.Hands touch my skin—my wrists, the
pulse point behind my ear. They are so cold, they raise goose bumps on my skin.“Is she…,” a
voice says. Blaise. I try to say his name, but nothing comes out.“She’s alive, but her pulse is faint
and her skin is hot,” another voice says. Heron. “We have to get her inside.”Arms scoop me up
and carry me—Heron’s, I think. Again, I try to speak, but I can’t make so much as a sound.“Art,
your cloak,” Heron says, his chest rumbling against my cheek with each word. “Cover her head
with it. Her eyes are oversensitive.”“Yes, I remember,” Art says. Fabric rustles and her cloak falls
over my eyes, wrapping my world in darkness once more.I let myself fall into it now. My friends
have me, and so I am safe.—The next time I open my eyes, I’m on a cot inside a tent, the bright
sun filtered through thick white cotton so that it is bearable. The pounding in my head is still
there, but it’s dull and faraway now. My throat is no longer dry and raw, and if I focus, I have a
hazy memory of Artemisia pouring water into my open mouth. The pillow beneath my head is still
damp from where she missed.Now, though, I’m alone.I force myself to sit up even though it
intensifies the pain echoing through my every nerve. The Kalovaxians will return sooner or later,
and who knows how long Cress will keep Søren alive? There is so much to be done and not
nearly enough time to do it.Placing my bare feet on the dirt floor, I push myself to stand. As I do,
the tent flap pulls open and Heron steps inside, ducking his tall frame in order to fit through the
small opening. When he sees me awake and standing, he falters, blinking a few times to ensure
he isn’t imagining me.“Theo,” he says slowly, testing out the sound of my name.“How long has it
been?” I ask him quietly. “Since I entered the mine?”Heron surveys me for a moment. “Two
weeks,” he says.The words knock me backward, and I sit down on the cot again. “Two weeks,” I
echo. “It felt like hours, maybe days.”Heron doesn’t look surprised by that. Why would he? He’s
gone through the same thing.“Do you remember sleeping?” he asks me. “Eating? Drinking? You
must have, at some point, or you would be in much worse shape.”I shake my head, trying to



grasp what I do remember, but very little of it solidifies enough for me to hold on to. Scraps of
details, ghosts that could not have been real, fire flooding my veins. But nothing more than
that.“You should have left me,” I tell him. “Two weeks…Cress’s army could be back any day now,
and Søren—”“Is alive, according to reports,” Heron interrupts. “And the Kalovaxians have
received no orders to return here.”I stare at him. “How can you possibly know that?” I ask.He lifts
a shoulder in a lopsided shrug. “Spies,” he says, as if the answer should be obvious.“We don’t
have spies,” I say slowly.“We didn’t have spies. But we got word that the new Theyn was at his
country home, two days’ ride from here. We were able to turn several of his slaves before they
returned to the capital. We just received our first missive. The Theyn hasn’t ordered troops back
yet. Besides, the vast majority of the army has left. It’s only Blaise, Artemisia, Erik, Dragonsbane,
and me, plus a group of those still recovering from the battle. But even they’ll be going to safety
with Dragonsbane in a day or two.”I barely hear him, still trying to wrap my mind around the idea
of spies. All I can think of is Elpis, of what happened the last time I made a spy of someone.“I
didn’t approve the use of spies,” I tell him.“You’d walked into the mine the day before the plan
was hatched,” Heron says, his voice level. “You weren’t around to approve much of anything, and
there was no time to wait for you to come back. If you came back at all.”A retort dies in my throat,
and I swallow it. “If they die—”“It will have been a necessary risk,” Heron says. “They knew as
much when they volunteered. Besides, the Kaiserin is not as paranoid as the Kaiser, from what
we’ve heard. She thinks you’re dead, she thinks we aren’t a threat, she has Søren. She thinks
she’s won, and so she’s getting sloppy.”The Kaiserin. Will there ever come a day when I hear that
title and think first of Cress and not Kaiserin Anke?“You said the army had left,” I say. “Where
to?”Heron lets out a long exhale. “You missed quite a lot of squabbling while you were gone—I
almost envy you. The Vecturian chief sent his daughter Maile to assist us, along with his troops.
With Søren gone, she and Erik have the most battle experience, but they don’t agree on
anything. Erik wants to march straight to the capital to take the city and rescue Søren.”“That’s
foolish,” I say, shaking my head. “It’s exactly what they’ll expect, and even if it weren’t, we don’t
have the numbers for that kind of siege.”“That’s exactly what Maile said,” Heron says, shaking his
head. “She said we should continue to the Earth Mine.”“But we can’t do that without marching
past the most populous cities, without even the cover of forests or mountains,” I say. “It’ll be
impossible to avoid detection, and then Cress will have an army waiting to greet us at the Earth
Mine.”“Which is exactly what Erik said,” Heron says. “See, you’re all caught up.”“So who won?” I
ask.“No one,” Heron says. “It was decided that we should send the troops to the cities along the
Savria River. None of them is heavily populated, but we’ll be able to contain the Kalovaxians,
free their slaves, add to our numbers, and collect weapons and food as well. And most
importantly, our troops aren’t just waiting here like sitting ducks.”“Like we are, you mean,” I say,
rubbing my temples. The headache blossoming has nothing to do with the mine this time. “And
now I’m here to break the tie, I suppose.”“Later,” he says. “Once you can actually walk on
your own.”“I’m fine,” I tell him, more forcefully than necessary.Heron watches me warily. He opens
his mouth, but closes it again quickly, shaking his head.“If there’s something you want to ask me



about the mines, I don’t remember anything,” I tell him. “The last thing I remember is going in—
after that, it’s a blur.”“You will remember, in time,” he says. “For better or worse. But I know I never
want to speak of my experience. I assumed you would feel the same way.”I swallow, pushing the
thought aside. A problem for another day—and I have too many problems before me as it is. “But
something is on your mind,” I say to Heron. “What is it?”He weighs the question in his mind for an
instant. “Did it work?” he asks.For a second, I don’t know what he means, but I suddenly
remember—the reason I went into the mines in the first place, the weak power I had over fire
before, the side effect from Cress’s poison. I went into the mine to claim my power, in hopes that
I will have enough to stand against Cress when the time comes.Did it work? There is only one
way to find out.I hold my left palm up and summon fire. Even before I uncurl my fingers, I feel
heat thrumming beneath them, stronger than I’ve ever felt it before. It comes easily when I
summon it, like it’s a part of me, always lurking just below the surface. It burns brighter, feels
hotter, but it’s more than that. To show him, I toss it into the air, hold it there, suspended but still
alive, still bright. Heron’s eyes grow wide, but he says nothing as I lift my hand and flex it. The ball
of fire mimics me, becoming a hand of its own. When I move my fingers, it matches each
movement. I make a fist, and it does that as well.“Theo,” he says, his voice a hoarse whisper. “I
saw the extent of Ampelio’s power when he trained me. He couldn’t do that.”I swallow and take
hold of the flame again, smothering it in my grip and turning it to ash in my hand.“If you don’t
mind, Heron,” I say, my gaze fixed on the dark pigment that smears over my skin just as the ash
crown had, “is Mina still here? She’s—”“The healer,” he supplies, nodding. “Yes, she’s still here.
She’s been helping with the wounded. I’ll find her.”When he’s gone, I dust ash from my hands
and let it settle into the dirt floor.—By the time Mina enters the tent, I’ve gotten used to standing
again, though my body still doesn’t feel entirely like mine. Every move—every breath—feels like
a labor, and every muscle aches. Mina must notice, because she takes one look at me and gives
a knowing smile.“It’s normal,” she says. “When I came out of the mine, the priestesses said that
the gods had broken me and remade me anew. It seemed to sum up how I felt.”I nod, easing
myself back to sit on my cot once more. “How long does it last?” I ask her.She shrugs. “My pain
lasted a couple of days, but it varies.” She pauses, looking me over. “What you did was incredibly
foolish. Going into the mine when you already possessed a measure of power—when you were
already a vessel half-full—you were asking for mine madness. You realize that, don’t you?”I look
at the ground. It’s been some time since I’ve been chastised like this, by someone concerned
about my well-being. I rack my mind for the last person; it very well may have been my mother. I
suppose Hoa did as well, in her wordless way.“I understood the risks,” I tell her.“You’re the Queen
of Astrea,” she continues, as if I haven’t spoken. “What would we have done without you?”“You
would have persisted,” I say, louder this time. “I am one person. We lost far more in the war, far
more in the siege itself, including my mother. We have always persisted. I wouldn’t have made a
difference.”Mina fixes me with a level look. “It was still foolish,” she insists. “But I suppose it was
also brave.”I shrug again. “Whatever it might have been, it worked,” I say.I show her the same
thing I showed Heron, how I can not just summon fire but turn it into an extension of my own self.



Mina watches me all the while with her lips pursed, not saying a word until I’ve finished and am
scattering the ash to the ground once more.“And you slept,” she says, more to herself than
me.“Quite heavily, as I understand it,” I say dryly.She steps toward me. “May I feel your
forehead?” she asks.I nod, and she presses the back of her hand to my brow. “You aren’t warm,”
she says before reaching out to touch the single tendril of white in my auburn hair.“It was there
before,” I tell her. “After the poison.”She nods. “I remember. Not like the Kaiserin’s hair, is it? But I
suppose you have Artemisia to thank for that—if she hadn’t used her own gift on you so quickly
to negate the poison, it would have affected you far more. If it hadn’t killed you on the spot, the
mine certainly would have.”“You didn’t see Cress—the Kaiserin—yourself,” I say, changing the
subject. “But you must have heard stories of her power by now.”Mina considers this. “I’ve heard
stories,” she says carefully. “Though I find stories are often exaggerated.”I remember Cress killing
the Kaiser with just her scalding hands around his throat, the way she trailed ash over the desk
with her fingertips. She radiated power in a way that I have never seen equaled. I’m not sure how
anyone could exaggerate what I saw with my own eyes.“It’s as if…she doesn’t even have to call
on her gift. She killed the Kaiser in a few seconds with just her hands,” I say.“And you still don’t
feel strong enough to stand against her,” Mina guesses.“I don’t think anyone is,” I admit. “Did you
ever hear of Guardians killing with that little effort?”She shakes her head. “I didn’t hear anything
about Guardians killing at all,” she says. “It wasn’t their way. If a person’s crimes ever warranted
execution, it was carried out by more mundane means. Guardians never did the deed with the
gifts given to them by the gods. It would have been its own kind of sacrilege, a perversion of
something holy.”I think about Blaise going out into the battlefield, knowing he could have died
but determined to kill as many Kalovaxians as possible before he did. Was that a perversion of
his gift? Or are the standards different now, in times of war?“The children I saw before, the ones
you were testing,” I say, remembering the boy and girl with the same unstable power as Blaise.
“How are they?”“Laius and Griselda,” she supplies. “They are as well as can be expected, I
suppose. Frightened and traumatized by the horrific experiments the Kalovaxians did on them,
but they’re strong in more ways than one.” She pauses for a second. “Your hypothetical friend
has been helpful. They like him, standoffish though he might be. It truly is something, to discover
you aren’t as alone in the world as you thought.”When I told Mina about Blaise, I only ever
referred to him hypothetically, though she saw through that quickly enough. Now, it seems, she
knows exactly who he is. But she isn’t afraid of him, at least, or of Laius and Griselda,
either.“Have you told anyone else about your findings?” I ask her.She purses her lips. “I have no
findings, Your Highness,” she says, shrugging. “Only a hypothesis, and that is not enough cause
to get everyone riled up. People fear what they don’t understand, and in times like this, fear can
lead to dangerous decisions.”If people knew how strong and how unstable Blaise and Laius and
Griselda are, they might kill them. It’s no more than I already knew, but hearing her imply it like
that knocks the breath from my lungs.“Everyone saw what Blaise did on the ship,” I say. “They
saw how he almost destroyed himself and everyone around him. They didn’t hurt him after
that.”“No,” she agrees. “In fact, I’d imagine they’ll be singing folk songs about that act for some



centuries to come, but no one was hurt. He’s a hero to them now. A hero who was so powerful,
he couldn’t control himself, but a hero all the same. Never forget—that can change in an
instant.”MINA SUGGESTS A WALK MIGHT do me good, and though my body protests strongly
against the idea, I take her advice. I have to lean most of my weight on Heron, and even still my
muscles scream with each step, but I can’t deny that the fresh air in my lungs and the sun on my
skin are worth the pain. And as I walk, my muscles begin to loosen and the aching in my limbs
becomes somewhat more bearable.It’s strange to see the mine camp so empty, a deserted city
of empty barracks with only a handful still occupied by the ill and the injured. Heron points out
which ones are acting as infirmaries when we pass by, but I don’t need him to. It’s clear in the
sounds that seep out from their walls—the hacking coughs, the soft cries, the wails of pain. The
sounds threaten to drown me in a sea of guilt.So many more are alive and well, I tell myself. So
many more are free.Heron tries to distract me, pointing out other buildings that survived the
battle. Food is rationed and served in the old mess hall, he says, and a group of men and
women who stayed behind have volunteered to hunt and gather to keep our stores from
depleting too quickly. When we leave to catch up with the troops, we’ll take more food with
us.Even the old slave quarters have been put to use, though understandably no one is keen to
sleep there—instead, they’ve been cleared of furniture and shackles and repurposed as
weapons storage and places to train away from the overwhelming heat of the sun.“Who is
training?” I ask Heron when he points out one of the newly repurposed training rooms to me. “I
thought the troops left.”“Not all of them,” he replies carefully. “Most of the people we found who’d
been blessed in the mines took to the training quickly, and there were a couple of elders who
went along to help continue their training, but there were others who needed more
assistance.”Blessed. There were over a dozen blessed Astreans the Kalovaxians had been
keeping in this camp. Experimenting on, I remember, though the thought makes me shudder. I
saw the evidence of it myself: sliced skin, cut-off fingers and toes—one man had even had his
eye taken out.“They trained so quickly?” I ask, surprised. When I went into the cave, none of
them had been fit to walk across camp, let alone fight.“I helped with the physical healing,” Heron
says, shrugging. “But the mental and emotional wounds are another matter. Many of them
viewed the training as a way of healing. They wanted to. Art, Blaise, and I saw to it, along with a
few of the Astrean elders who were familiar with the training, even if they weren’t Guardians
themselves. They aren’t fully trained, of course, but they made good progress during what little
time we had. And they should be continuing, even as we speak.”Artemisia once told me what
she feels when she kills, how it feels good to take something back. It seems she isn’t alone in
that.“I’ll have to start training soon, too,” I say.“Let’s focus on getting you walking on your own
first,” Heron replies.I’m jolted out of my thoughts by a pair of arms coming around my waist and
lifting me off the ground, whirling me around. A scream rises in my throat, but before I can let it
out, the owner of the arms speaks, and I recognize his voice.“Welcome back to the land of the
living,” Erik says, setting me back down.I turn to face him and throw my arms around his
neck.“Would you believe I missed you?” I ask him with a laugh.“I wouldn’t believe you didn’t,” he



replies, hugging me tightly.“Careful with her!” Heron chides. “She’s a bit fragile at the
moment.”Erik scoffs. “Queen Theodosia? I’ve seen boulders more fragile.”I smile but gently
wriggle out of Erik’s embrace. “I appreciate that, but he isn’t wrong.”As soon as I say it, Erik steps
back and looks me over from my head to toes. “You do look like you’ve been through a hell or
two,” he says.“Maybe three,” I admit.“Theo!” a new voice cries out, and I turn to find Artemisia
jogging toward me, gleaming dagger sheathed at her hip and cerulean hair streaming behind
her.Unlike Erik, she knows not to hug me. Instead she gives my shoulder an awkward, light pat.
“How are you?” she asks cautiously.“I’m alive, which is more than we had any right to expect,” I
tell her with a smile. “And it worked.”Her smile broadens. “I should hope so,” she says. “Or it
would make your new nickname quite unfortunate.”I frown, looking between her, Erik, and Heron.
“My new nickname?” I repeat.They exchange knowing smiles, but it’s Artemisia who sweeps into
a dramatic curtsy, followed by bows from Erik and Heron.“All hail Theodosia,” she says. “Queen
of Flame and Fury.”The three of them rise with matching smiles, but it isn’t a joke, no matter how
light she tries to make it. Queen of Flame and Fury. It is a hard nickname. A strong one, yes, but
brutal as well. For the first time, I understand that, succeed or fail, this will be my legacy. I think of
all the paintings of my mother done in soft watercolors, her dressed in flowing chiffon gowns. I
think of the poems written in her honor, odes to her beauty and kindness and gentle spirit. The
Queen of Peace, they called her. A different sort of queen altogether.Something sparks in my
memory, fighting through the fog of the mines.“I died the Queen of Peace, and peace died with
me,” my mother told me. “But you are the Queen of Flame and Fury, and you will set their world
on fire.”I don’t know what that was in the mine, whether it was my mother’s ghost or a figment of
my imagination or something else entirely, but I do know that I somehow heard this new name
even before it was crafted, and that thought makes me uneasy.—We can’t make a plan without
Blaise, so I send the others to gather the leaders remaining in the camp, and I make my way to
the training barracks where they told me Blaise spends nearly all of his time. Heron didn’t want
me to go alone, but I assured him I was feeling well enough to make it across camp without
leaning on him, and he acquiesced.Truthfully, I’m not sure I can. Though I’m feeling better, each
step is a strain. But I would rather deal with the pain than have Heron or anyone else there when
I see Blaise again.“Don’t do this. Don’t leave me,” he said before I went into the mine, his last
words to me not long after I’d made a similar plea to him. Neither of us listened.Guilt swarms me
as I remember how his voice broke, how lost he looked in that moment, as if I’d cut the last rope
tethering him to this life. As if he weren’t already so determined to leave it.He left first, I remind
myself. He walked into death’s reach twice when I asked him—begged him—not to. He can’t be
angry with me for doing the same.And now? Against all odds, we’re both still here, and now we
have to face the consequences of that.I find the barrack Heron described set apart from the
others with the remnants of a fence still buried in the ground. I remember seeing it during the
battle, a great black thing that glinted red in the sun. Søren explained that the fence had been
made of iron mixed with Fire Gems, though that’s been torn down now.When I push the door
open slightly, I see that the room is dark, lit only by a large candle set in the center, bright



enough to illuminate Blaise, Laius, and Griselda. Those two are still mostly bones, but there’s a
new fullness in their faces, and their skin has lost some of its sallowness—though that may be
largely due to the candlelight. Even that isn’t enough to disguise the bruise-like shadows under
their eyes.The same shadows Blaise has, proof that they don’t sleep.They’re stronger than they
were the last time I saw them. That much is evident in the way Griselda leaps through the air,
throwing a ball of fire as big as my head at the stone wall. It dies on contact, but it leaves a
scorch mark in its wake. The walls are covered with them, more black than gray now.She lands
on the ground an instant later, doubled over and out of breath, but there is a ghost of a smile on
her lips, thin and grim but unmistakably there.“Well done,” I say, startling the three of them.
Griselda jerks upright, her eyes finding me. She can’t be much more than fifteen, not much
younger than I am. It occurs to me suddenly that if two weeks passed since I went into the
mines, that makes me seventeen now.“Your Majesty,” Griselda says, bobbing into a clumsy
curtsy, followed by a bow from Laius a beat later.“No need for that,” I tell them before forcing
myself to look at Blaise.Unlike them, he looks exactly the same as when I saw him last—the
same tired green eyes and hard, angry set to his jaw. But it’s the way he’s looking at me that
really feels like a punch to my gut. He looks at me like I’m a ghost and he doesn’t know whether
to be frightened or relieved.“Are you afraid of me?” he asked me once, and I was forced to admit
that I was. He can’t be afraid of me now—not in the same way—but perhaps he is unnerved.
About what I might say, what I might do, how I might break him next.He left me first, I remind
myself, but the thought isn’t the balm I need it to be.Blaise clears his throat and looks away. “It’s
about lunchtime,” he says, looking between Laius and Griselda. “Get some food and come back
in an hour.”“Actually,” I say. “Why don’t you take the rest of the afternoon off? I need to borrow
Blaise for the day.”Blaise shakes his head. “An hour,” he insists.Laius and Griselda look between
the two of us with wide eyes. I may be their queen, but Blaise is their teacher. They hurry from
the room as quickly as they can, before I can contradict his contradiction. The door slams shut
behind them, and the sound bounces off the walls, echoing in the silence left in their wake. The
silence stretches on long after the echo ends, but eventually I force myself to break it.“We need
to agree upon a strategy,” I tell him. “We’re meeting the other leaders to figure it out. That will take
longer than an hour.”He shakes his head, not looking at me. “My time will be better spent here.”“I
need you there,” I tell him, frustration rising in my chest, hot and stifling.“No,” he says. “You
don’t.”For a moment, words fail me. This is not how I imagined our reunion. “I thought you would
at least be glad I’m not dead,” I tell him finally.He looks at me like I hit him. “Of course I am, Theo,”
he says. “Every moment you were down there, I begged the gods to let you come back, and I will
be thanking them for the rest of my life that you’re standing here now.”“I won’t apologize for going
into that mine,” I say. “I knew what I was doing and I knew the risk of it, but it was worth it for
Astrea. You must have thought so, too, when you ran into that battle.”“For you,” he says, the
words as sharp as daggers. “I love Astrea—don’t misunderstand me—but when I stood on the
bow of that ship and pushed myself to the edge, when I ran into that battle knowing I might not
come out again—I did those things for you.”The words are both weapons and caresses, but the



anger in them adds fuel to my own fury. “If it were truly for me, you would have listened when I
told you not to do it,” I say.He shakes his head. “You have a blind spot with me,” he says, his voice
colder than I’ve ever heard it. “Your judgment is flawed. Heron and Artemisia and even the prinkiti
would have told me to do the same thing. I did what you would never be able to ask me to do,
and I am not going to apologize for that, either. When the world turns on its head and I’m not sure
of anything, I’m sure of you. No matter where we are or who we fight against, I am always fighting
for you. And you are always fighting for Astrea, above all else.”I stumble back a step.“You can’t
hold that against me,” I say, my voice low. “What kind of queen would I be if I put you—put
anyone, anything—above Astrea?”He shakes his head, the anger sapped from him. “Of course I
don’t hold it against you, Theo,” he says quietly. “I’m just telling you where I stand.”There’s
nothing I can say to that, nothing that will change his mind, nothing that will make either of us
feel better. After a moment, he speaks again.“You don’t need me to discuss strategy. You’ll have
Art for that, and Dragonsbane, and the leaders of the other countries. You want me there as a
comfort, but you don’t need comfort anymore. You don’t need me, but Laius and
Griselda do.”The words feel like thorns digging beneath my skin, and I leave before I say
something I will truly regret. As I step back into the sunlight and close the door behind me,
though, I wonder if it was the words themselves that hurt so badly or the truth behind them.THE
LAST TIME I WAS in the old commandant’s office was with Søren, Cress, and the Kaiser, and
even though it has been cleaned since then, the echoes of what happened remain. The
mahogany desk still bears a line of charred wood from when Cress dragged her finger over it.
There is ash trapped in the grain of the wooden chair the Kaiser sat in; there is a burnt red stain
on the rug from the poisoned wine I drank. There are some things no amount of cleaning can get
rid of. We should raze the building to the ground, I think, when we leave.I could have happily
gone the rest of my life without setting foot in this room again, but the seclusion and the desk
and the array of maps of Astrea and the rest of the world make it the best place to discuss
strategy. Still, I have trouble tearing my gaze away from the stain on the rug.“It’s a simple
exchange, Thora. Your death, or your people’s.”All over again, I feel the poison burn its way down
my throat, obliterating thoughts of everything else but the heat, the pain. Again, I see Cress
standing over me, her gaze distant but curious as she watches me writhe in agony, the same
way she used to look at a translation she was having trouble with.She thinks I’m dead now. What
will she do when she finds out I’m not? Maybe we are on something of an even field now, but
one thing hasn’t changed—she didn’t hesitate to try to kill me herself, and I couldn’t do the same
to her when I had the chance. That alone is enough to frighten me.“Theo,” a voice says, jerking
me out of my thoughts. I tear my gaze away from the wine stain to find Dragonsbane perched on
the corner of the desk, legs crossed in a way that might look prim if she were anyone else. I
know better than to expect any sort of grand reunion with her, but she does give me a small nod
that I take to mean she’s glad I’m alive.Erik and Sandrin, the Astrean elder from the Sta’Criveran
refugee camp, are there as well, along with a girl who is quickly introduced as Maile of Vecturia,
Chief Kapil’s youngest daughter and, from the look of her, the opposite of her solemn, peace-



minded father. Though they share the same tan skin and long, black hair, Maile has an angrier
set to her jaw and a permanent glare that makes her look as if she is constantly contemplating
punching someone.In the coming days, Sandrin and Dragonsbane will leave by sea to bring the
Astreans who can’t or don’t wish to fight to safety. That seems to be all that can be agreed
upon.“We can’t stay here much longer,” I say when I’m all caught up. “The Kaiserin will send an
army here any day now, if one isn’t already on the way.”Maile laughs, looking at the others. “She
spends two weeks wandering around in the dark, only to deliver us a warning so obvious that a
child could have sussed it out,” she says before looking at me again. “What exactly did you
imagine we were doing while you were going mad in the mine?”“I didn’t go mad,” I say sharply.
“And from what I’ve heard, you did little in my absence besides squabble among
yourselves.”“The bulk of our troops have gone off to retake the cities along the Savria River. But
as soon as we agree on a plan to take the capital, they’ll rejoin us,” Erik says from his place
leaning against the stone wall near the door. He doesn’t seem to be paying much attention to
any of us, instead focusing on cutting away the skin of an apple with a small knife the size of his
thumb.Maile scoffs. “The capital,” she says, rolling her eyes. “You’re still on about that foolish
plan.”It is a foolish plan. I know that, and I’d imagine deep down, Erik does as well. But with his
mother so recently taken from him and the life he knew completely upheaved, Søren is the only
family he has left, the only familiar thing in a strange and frightening world. I can’t hold his
foolishness against him—I can only hope he’ll see it for what it is.“Taking the Earth Mine is a
foolish plan, too. That was yours, wasn’t it?” I say instead, tracing my finger along the route we
would need to take to reach it, the one that passes several large cities and towns, any of whom
would send word to Cress as soon as they spotted us. We might as well send her a letter
ourselves, announcing our intentions.Maile grunts but doesn’t reply. I look up at Dragonsbane.
“What are your thoughts, Aunt? I have a hard time believing you don’t have plenty of opinions.
Please share them.”Dragonsbane purses her lips. “Maile is right, in a sense,” she says after a
moment. “Every type of Guardian has their strengths, of course, but in terms of battle…if we
could liberate the Earth Mine, any Guardians we add to our numbers will have the strength of
twenty ungifted soldiers,” she says before tilting her head to one side thoughtfully. “But you’re
right, too, Theo. The Kaiserin would undoubtedly be alerted and would meet us there with the
brunt of her forces. We wouldn’t stand a chance.”“Those are our opinions,” I say. “What is
yours?”Dragonsbane traces her finger along the map, from the Fire Mine to Doraz. “Empress
Giosetta owes me quite a significant favor,” she says. “She has agreed to take in the Astrean
refugees until the war has been won. But perhaps she can be persuaded to lend us some of her
troops as well. Perhaps I could take those troops around this way.” She traces from Doraz down
to the east coast of Astrea, where the Earth Mine is. “It’s still a day’s journey inland, but the
chances of our being spotted go down significantly. Especially if you are causing the Kaiserin
problems elsewhere.”I nod. “And can you persuade Giosetta?” I ask, remembering the empress
from Sta’Crivero. She was one of the better suitors I met there, but she’s still a ruler with her own
needs and interests. I doubt she will give us troops out of the goodness of her



heart.Dragonsbane considers this. “After the siege of the Fire Mine, you’ve become a less risky
investment, and there are many who would be glad to see the Kalovaxians brought to ruin—
Giosetta among them. She grew up near the Gorakian border, you know. She saw the
Kalovaxians lay waste to that land, saw the echoes of it. She’ll need compensation, of course,
but it’s not an impossibility.”“What sort of compensation?” I ask, the words coming out sharp. I
haven’t forgotten that Dragonsbane once promised the Sta’Criverans the Water Mine without my
consent. I’m not about to underestimate her again.Dragonsbane must hear my suspicion,
because she smiles with teeth. “Giosetta has been trying to convert me from pirate to privateer
for Doraz. Perhaps I will agree to it. After the war is done, I imagine there will be no more
Kalovaxian dragons I will need to be the bane of.”Dragonsbane is as hard to read as ever, but I
think it might be an apology for Sta’Crivero. Whatever it is, I’ll take it.“Well then,” I say, looking
back at the map. “While you do that, where will the rest of us go? The Air Mine is closest—”“In
terms of physical distance, yes,” Dragonsbane says. “But we would have to get all of our troops
over the Dalzia Mountains and either across or around the Savria River. Not to mention there are
several of the same large cities and towns you mentioned that we would have to get past, in the
middle of a largely barren landscape with nowhere to hide.”I look at the map, at the large stretch
of land at Astrea’s center. Dragonsbane is right. We could have made it from here to the Air Mine
without detection before we liberated the Fire Mine, but now there are too many of us. We’d be
lucky if we even made it to the Savria River before the Kaiserin got word of our actions.“What of
the Water Mine?” I ask after a moment. “It’s the farthest, geographically speaking, but we would
be able to keep to the coastline, with the mountains for cover. There are some smaller villages
we might come across, but we could avoid them or contain them as needed and they wouldn’t
prove much of a threat. Water Guardians might not have the physical strength of Earth
Guardians, but Artemisia is fierce enough, and I can think of a few war tricks to play with
illusions.”No one replies right away, but they all exchange glances.“We received word from the
spies we placed in the new Theyn’s household,” Sandrin says after a moment. “It seems he got
word that King Etristo was…more than a little displeased that you fled Sta’Crivero, stealing his
property.”“You were refugees,” I point out. “Not his property.” Though I remember how the
refugees I met had been given the worst jobs that no one else wanted and had been paid a
pittance for the work. In the Sta’Criverans’ eyes, they were little more than slaves.“No,” Sandrin
says. “But the ships you stole were,” he points out. “However, I imagine he’s feeling the loss of
the refugee camp just as keenly in many respects.”“Right,” I say. “I forgot about the ships. How
angry is he?”“Angry enough to conspire with the Kaiserin—more than he already was. We
received word that the Sta’Criverans and Kalovaxian envoys will be making a trade in five days’
time.”“A trade,” I say slowly. “A trade for what?”“Sta’Criveran troops, most likely,” Dragonsbane
says. “But whatever it is, Etristo’s son, Prince Avaric, will be coming to secure the arrangement in
person, so we can assume it’s important. The trade will happen at the Water Mine. Our sources
say that the Sta’Criverans are on track to arrive around noon in five days, and the trade will
happen at sundown. If we were to continue on there, we would be walking straight into



them.”Something seems off, but it takes me a second to realize what it is. “They wouldn’t send
Avaric all the way here to bring troops—he’s not a general, he has no experience. And the
Sta’Criveran army is subpar at best. You said it yourself, they’ve never had to fight a war. Why
trade at all?”Maile shrugs. “Bodies are bodies, and we are already outmatched.”I shake my head.
“It doesn’t make sense. There’s more to it. And what is King Etristo meant to be getting out of
it?”“The Water Mine,” Dragonsbane says. “It seems our deal might have fallen through, but he’s
as determined as ever to own it.”With Sta’Crivero facing a deep drought, I’m sure he is. But
somehow, that explanation makes even less sense.“So King Etristo is sending his heir all the
way here, to a war-torn country, expecting him to return empty-handed, with only a promise?
There’s no reason for the Prince to be coming in person.”Sandrin tilts his head. “You think there’s
more to the deal?”“Yes,” I say. “And I don’t know what it is, but if both the Sta’Criverans and the
Kalovaxians want it so badly, then so do I.”I pause, staring at the map, as if I could find answers
there instead of just lines and names and paths.“We could be walking into a trap,” I say. “Or we
could turn the trap on them.”“How?” Dragonsbane asks.“Illusions,” I say. “The strength of the
Water Mine. If the Sta’Criverans arrive at noon, when will the Kalovaxians meet
them?”Draagonsbane and Maile exchange a look. “It’s less distance to cover from the capital,”
Dragonsbane says after a moment. “They’ll be riding, likely a small group. I imagine they would
try to get there around the same time.”I nod slowly. “Could we hinder their journey? Put a few
hours between the Sta’Criverans’ arrival and theirs?”Dragonsbane considers it. “Yes, we could
manage that. Send a few spies to the places they’ll stop to rest. Let the horses loose, break
some saddle straps, slip something into their food to upset their stomachs. Why?”“If we’re able
to take out the Sta’Criveran forces before the Kalovaxians arrive, we could send Artemisia and
some other Water Guardians in place of the Sta’Criverans, disguised to intercept whatever they
intend to trade. We would have to leave as soon as possible, get there before the other parties
do, but—”“And what about Søren?” Erik asks, his voice soft. It’s the first thing he’s said in a while;
I nearly forgot he was here. “Theo, you promised we would do whatever we could.”I bite my lip.
Part of me would like nothing more than to march straight toward the capital with fire at my
fingertips, burning anything and anyone who stands between Søren and me. But if he were here,
he would call me a fool for even considering it.“The Prinz is the least of our priorities,” Sandrin
says before I can speak.“He’s likely already dead, anyway,” Dragonsbane adds. “You would
stage a rescue for a corpse.”“And good riddance, if you ask me,” Maile snaps.Erik’s face is
etched with frustration, and I imagine he’s biting his tongue to keep from screaming. I don’t
blame him—I don’t know what Søren’s in the middle of right now, but it can’t be pleasant. Still,
the others have valid points. It’s weighing the life of one against the lives of thousands.“I know
what I promised, but Søren can’t be a priority right now,” I say, looking at Erik. “He went with
Cress to protect the rest of us, and it was a noble sacrifice. Trying to rescue him like this would
be a waste of that sacrifice, and I’m sure if we asked him what we should do, he would say the
same thing.”I watch the shock and hurt play over Erik’s face before it fades to a mask of stone
that makes him look alarmingly like the Kaiser, like his father. Without a word, he storms out of



the room, the door slamming behind him so hard that I expect it to splinter.An uncomfortable
silence lasts until I break it. “Does anyone have a better plan than the Water Mine?” I ask.“You
don’t have a plan for the Water Mine,” Dragonsbane points out mildly. “You have an idea.”“One
that we need to act quickly on if it’s going to work,” I say. “We’ll leave at dawn, and we can
formulate the rest of the plan on our way. Unless anyone has a better idea?”I look around the
room, but no one speaks, not even Maile.“Very well,” I say. “Send word to the troops. Have them
meet us in the Perea Forest as quickly as they can. We’ll regroup and attack from there.”—I find
Erik lingering outside the office barrack, waiting for me.“You told me we would save Søren,” he
says as soon as he sees me. “You promised me that.”I hold Erik’s gaze and nod once before
dropping my eyes. “I know,” I say. “But they’re right, Erik. If we save Søren right now, it’s at the
expense of everyone else. And on top of that, there is no direct path to the capital that ends with
any of us alive. You have to know that.”Erik closes his eyes tightly, shaking his head. “He’s my
brother, Theo,” he says, voice breaking. “We can’t leave him to die.”“We don’t know that he will,” I
say, though it sounds naive even to my own ears. “Cress wouldn’t take him all the way back to
the capital just to kill him. She could have done that here. If she’s keeping him alive, it’s for a
reason.”“A public execution for a traitor prinz is reason enough,” he says.I shake my head. “Her
hold on the throne is weak, and there are plenty in the capital who believe Søren is the rightful
heir. Her best chance of holding on to the throne is marrying him.”“You’re guessing,” he says.I
shrug. “So are you,” I point out. “But I know Cress. She’s too smart to kill him—at least before
she’s tried to use him to her advantage first.”“If you’re right, Søren won’t go along with it,” he says,
his voice dropping.My stomach twists into knots. Cress isn’t as sadistic as the Kaiser, I tell
myself, but I’m not sure how true that is. She’s a broken girl, and I don’t know what she’s capable
of anymore.“He can hold up under torture,” I say, pushing the thoughts from my mind.Torture.
The word hangs between us, sharp and ugly, coloring everything. I feel sick at the thought of
Søren being tortured—tortured because of me. Because I agreed to Cress’s terms and took her
poison, even when Søren begged me not to.“You promised,” Erik says again, and the words feel
like daggers.“How would it look, Erik?” I ask, frustration seeping into my voice. “I was the
youngest person in that room, and they need to see me as an equal, not a lovelorn teenage girl
trying to save a boy. We will find a way to save Søren—I intend to keep that promise—but we
have to be smart about it. I am asking you to trust me.”Erik wavers, and for a moment I worry that
he’ll say no. Instead he smiles grimly.“It’s ironic,” he says. “I don’t think Søren ever exercised
much patience when it came to you.”I feel the words like a slap even as guilt pools in the pit of
my stomach. “Maybe not,” I say. “But look where that got him. There are too many people
depending on me for me to make the same mistakes.”THERE’S AN OLD ASTREAN BALLAD
about the sun setting over the Calodean Sea, though it lives in the fray of my memory, fractured
and blurred so that all that is left is vague and hazy. Still, I hear the ghost of the melody in my
mind now as I watch the vivid orange sun dip below the horizon, casting a warm orange glow on
the jagged tips of the mountain range that towers over us, painting the sky in strokes of violet
and salmon and turquoise, with the whisper of stars fading into view where the sky is darkest.I’m



home, I think, and my chest clenches around the word like it never wants to let it go again.The
surprise takes me aback. I’ve known I was in Astrea since I set foot on the shore weeks ago, but I
don’t think I truly appreciated it until this moment. I’m home, and I will never leave these shores
again if I can help it.“If you’re done getting weepy-eyed over a sunset, we can start,” Artemisia
says, though even she doesn’t sound unaffected herself.I turn away from the sunset and toward
her and Heron. Artemisia might wear her exhaustion more palpably, wrapped in grumpiness, but
I see it on Heron as well—in the slump of his shoulders, the heaviness in his eyes. If they had
their way, they would be sitting down in the mess hall now, piling their plates high with food
before settling into easy conversation followed by a night of restful sleep. Instead, though, they
followed me deep into the mountain range with nothing but a few pieces of hardtack and dried
meat to curb their hunger.And they did it because I asked it of them. Not as a queen—that might
have worked on Heron, but I’m sure Art would have suggested some colorful new uses for my
crown if I had. No, they’re here as my friends, and I’m grateful for that.It wasn’t too long ago that I
thought I was incapable of trusting anyone, but here we are, and I would trust the two of them
with anything.Which is why I dragged them out into the middle of the mountains, away from the
prying eyes of the others.I take a steadying breath and look down at my hands, bringing balls of
fire to my palms.Heron has already seen me achieve this much, but Artemisia gives my hands a
thoughtful look.“Decently done,” she says. “But you could do that before the mine. Before the
poison, even.”Heron turns his attention to her with his mouth hanging open, and I realize I never
told him that bit. “She could do what?” He looks back at me. “You could do what?”I sigh, closing
my hands and extinguishing the flames. “It wasn’t the same,” I say to both of them. “I couldn’t
control it then, and it was never this strong—heat, yes, searing heat even, but not full flames. It
was never like this.”Heron’s mouth is still gaping, but after a second he closes it. “You never told
me that,” he said.I shrug. “I didn’t tell anyone. Art found out by accident. For a while, I thought I
might be going mad or that I was cursed….I don’t know. It seemed an easier weight to bear
alone.”“Like back in the capital when you didn’t tell us the Kaiser wanted to marry you?” Heron
asks, shaking his head. “You should have told us. Blaise didn’t know, either?”“No,” I say, looking
away. “He had enough to worry about. I didn’t want to add to that.”Heron nods slowly, weighing
his next words carefully. “Is that why he’s not here now?” he asks.I don’t answer for a moment,
crossing my arms over my chest. “We both decided that some distance would do us good,” I say,
trying to keep my voice level and free of emotion.Artemisia snorts. “We’ll see how long that lasts.
The two of you are the same, through and through. You need one another like the sea needs the
moon.”Her words prickle irritation deep beneath my skin. “Well, he told me himself that I don’t
need him, and I don’t have the time or energy to soothe his ego,” I say. “Besides, if he’s so
determined to run headlong into self-destruction, that’s his choice, but I’m not going to cheer him
on while he does it.”Artemisia and Heron exchange looks that I can’t read, before Artemisia
sighs.“All right, so you can summon the flame easily enough, and Heron said that you can
change its structure, which is…different,” she says. “But that alone won’t do you much good
when you have to use it against an enemy.”An enemy. I appreciate that she keeps it vague



instead of saying Cress’s name. I wonder if hearing it will ever stop feeling like a knife between
my ribs. I push her from my mind and focus on the fire, bringing it back to my hands.Artemisia
beckons me toward her. “Sparring practice all over again,” she says with a wry smile. “Try
throwing them.”That startles me. “At you?” I ask. “I don’t want to hurt you.”Artemisia laughs. “It’s
charming that you think you could,” she says.I glance at Heron, who looks wary but resigned. He
nods. I pull back my right arm and throw, imagining the fire as a ball. It leaves my hand, but as
soon as it’s airborne, it shrinks and disappears into a cloud of smoke.“See?” Artemisia says. “I
told you it wouldn’t hurt me.”I frown, trying again with my left hand, but the same thing happens.
“Ampelio could throw fire,” I say. “He made it look easy.”“You can make anything look easy if you
practice it enough,” Heron says. “The farther the fire gets from you, the weaker it becomes. You
have to throw not just the flame but your power with it.”“That sounds simple, but I don’t know how
to do it,” I say.“Focus and practice,” Heron says. “Now try again, but send your power with it, not
just the fire itself. The gem should help. Imagine you’re channeling your power through it.”I touch
Ampelio’s gem at my neck and take a steadying breath before summoning a ball of fire to my
right hand again.“Do you still want me to throw it at you?” I ask Artemisia.She grins. “Do your
worst,” she says.When I throw the fireball, I feel it in my chest as well as in my arm. Ampelio’s
pendant throbs against my skin like a second heartbeat. This time, the fire leaves my hand and
holds its form, though it grows weaker as it sails through the air. Artemisia throws a hand up
before it hits her and water flies from her fingertips, turning the ball of fire into steam.“Better,” she
says. “But still weak. Let’s go again.”By the time we make our way back down the mountain,
every muscle in my body aches. I almost miss the sword lessons. But as sore as I am, I also feel
whole and at peace for the first time in recent memory. I feel right. I know that it’s only the
beginning and I’m far from being able to hold my own against Cress, but I’m on the path toward
that, and for today, that is enough.“So, you aren’t going to the capital to rescue Søren,” Artemisia
says as we take the winding path back down toward the camp.Thinking about Søren feels like
walking down stairs and expecting there is one more step than there is. It throws my world off-
kilter.“No,” I say, hoping I sound steadier than I feel. “It would be foolish to rush in without enough
warriors, without a plan. If Søren were here, he would tell us the same thing.”“It’s the right call,”
Art says with a nod. “And you didn’t lose face by prioritizing an enemy prinz in front of allies who
are, at best, tentative in their support.”“He’s not an enemy,” I say with a sigh.Artemisia shakes her
head. “We know that, and maybe after everything, some others might believe it as well, but there
is still a wide chasm between being an enemy and being one of us, and it’s a chasm he will
never cross.”“I know,” I say. “I promised Erik we would save him, though. And we will—when we
can.”Something hard crosses over Heron’s expression. “Erik is more reckless than you are,” he
says, his voice low. “He won’t be strung along with promises, and we need Goraki’s numbers, as
meager as they might be, if we’re going to stand against the Kalovaxians.”“Erik has a weak hold
on Goraki as it is,” Artemisia says with a sniff. “He’s the Kaiser’s bastard son, and now that his
mother isn’t—” She breaks off, glancing at me, though I’m careful not to give a reaction. “Now
that she isn’t around anymore, his hold is weaker than ever. If he does decide to forsake our



alliance and go chasing after his Kalovaxian brother, he would likely do it alone. He can’t be
foolish enough not to know that.”“He just lost his mother, and Søren is the only family he has left,”
Heron says. “He’s not foolish; he understands the risk. He just might not care about it.”Before Art
and I can respond, Heron quickens his stride, outpacing us by a few feet.“They’ve been
spending a lot of time together,” Art says when he’s out of earshot, her voice wary.I’m not
surprised. Erik told me he was interested in Heron, and though Heron is far more guarded about
his heart, I remember how red his cheeks would get around Erik, how he would turn shy and
awkward all of a sudden.“How long?” I ask her.She shrugs. “Heron isn’t one to spill all the details
of his personal life, unlike other people I could name,” she says with a pointed glance in my
direction. “But I think it started with the molo varu. I would catch him with it sometimes, writing
messages, reading others, but when I asked him if there was any news from Goraki, he would
say no. Whatever it was, after the battle, things seemed to progress quickly. They spend most
nights together.”“It’s good,” I tell her. “I imagine they both need comfort and companionship.
They’ve both faced losses. I’m glad they’ve at least found something positive in the midst of so
much war and pain and grief.”“I suppose it is good,” Artemisia allows, eyes narrowing. “But it’s
moved so quickly…and losing Leonidas destroyed Heron. When I met him after he’d escaped
the Earth Mine, he was a shadow of a person, all raw wounds and broken bits. He’s rebuilt
himself slowly over the last year, painstakingly. I think having you and a purpose has been better
for him than you realize. It’s the strange thing about Heron—most people who have lost as much
as he has close themselves off. It’s how you and I survived, and Blaise even more so, I think. But
Heron is different. He doesn’t hold people at arm’s length. He holds on to them like a drowning
man. It’s something I’ve admired, but it scares me as well. I’m not keen on seeing his heart break
again.”I hear the warning in her voice clearly.“I’ll do what I can to keep Erik on our side,” I tell her.
“But I didn’t realize you were such a romantic.”Artemisia glares at me. “I’m not,” she says sharply.
“I just can’t stand moping.”“Of course,” I say.“You aren’t moping,” she says after a moment. “I
thought you would be. You’d grown attached to the prinkiti—to Søren. And to Blaise, for that
matter. And now here you are without either of them.”I bite my bottom lip. “I’m not going to lie and
tell you I don’t miss Søren. Of course I do. And I miss Blaise as well, and the people we used to
be to one another. But Blaise said that I will always choose Astrea at the end of the day, and right
now especially, Astrea needs me. I’m of no use to her if I’m worrying about someone without the
sense to worry about himself.”Artemisia glances sideways at me and nods once
decisively.“Good,” she says. “And now we don’t have to talk about your heart ever again.”A
moment passes in silence before I ask a question that has been on my mind for some time. “And
your heart?” I ask her. “I haven’t seen Spiros in a while. Not since Sta’Crivero.”“Oh, he’s around,
but I think he’s keeping his distance from me, and by extension you,” she says with a shrug. “I
seem to have hurt his feelings.”“It seemed like he liked you,” I tell her. “Not as a friend, but as
something different.”Art laughs. “Yes, he wasn’t very subtle. Hence the hurt feelings.”“You don’t
like him?” I ask.She’s quiet for a second. “I do, but it isn’t the same. It isn’t the way you feel about
Søren and Blaise, or the way Heron feels about Erik. I wish it were, even though that would make



things so needlessly complicated. But no, I don’t like him like that. I’ve never really liked anyone
in that way, even years ago, before the mines, when all the girls my age were getting crushes
and swooning….Well, I’ve never been a swooner, I suppose.”“Oh,” I say, uncertain of how else to
respond.She shrugs. “I don’t mean that I don’t…you know…love people. There are people I find
attractive, I suppose. I just…I’m not attracted to them in that all-consuming way it seems to affect
the rest of you.”“I understand,” I tell her, and it’s at least half-true.The rest of the walk passes in a
silence that is not uncomfortable. Artemisia is an enigma who has revealed herself to me on her
terms, in slivers and shades and hints that have slowly come to form a hazily defined portrait of
her. Maybe the image will never be entirely complete, but maybe it’s all the more beautiful for
it.WHEN I DREAM, I DREAM of Cress. She stands on the bow of a Kalovaxian ship, near the
dragon figurehead, bone-pale hands clasped behind her back. Her gown is made of thick,
billowing smoke, curling around her figure in dark swirls that twist and writhe over her skin. Her
white hair is cut bluntly at her shoulders, just as it was the last time I saw her and the time before
that, the edges singed. It doesn’t grow anymore, I realize. It’s dead at the roots.She must feel me
there, because she turns, her face sharp and shadowed and bloodless. At first, she looks right
through me, but then her eyes refocus and meet mine. Her mouth curves into a grim
smile.“You’re here to haunt me,” she says, sounding unsurprised. “I confess, I hoped you would
be.”I open my mouth to tell her that she’s the one haunting me, before I realize what’s so strange
about the scene—Cress is on a boat, and though it is rocking wildly back and forth as if in a
storm, she looks serene.“You aren’t seasick,” I say.She turns her face to look out at the dark and
violent sea. “No,” she says. “I don’t get seasick anymore. A lot has changed since you died.”“I’m
not dead,” I tell her.Her smile turns sad. “When you thought I was dead, did you feel it?” she asks
me.
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Isolde, “Powerful, beautiful ending to the Ash Princess trilogy. After following the lives of Queen
Theodosia, Prinz Soren, Blaise, Artemisia, Cres, Eric & Dragonsbane in Ash Princess and Lady
Smoke, I really needed an ending for this trilogy that made sense and did justice to these
characters and relationships. And Ember Queen delivered! This is the story of the final battle
between a band of rebels from multiple kingdoms that have been plundered and ruined by the
savage Kalovaxians. Where do I start without giving away the plot with spoilers?Two points that
make this book wonderfuls is 1) the brilliantly conceived battle and political strategies from the
other two books shine here as well. The author achieves the same sort of Game of Thrones
suspense that has you guessing until the last minute how each maneuver by the rebels will fail or
succeed. And just when you think that all hope is lost, another brilliant turn of events changes
everything. No TSTL characters here. And 2) the amazing character development means that
every major and minor character is different and interesting. The authors builds a variety of
different, complex backstories that explain and shape the various complicated relationships. We
see the beauty and complexity of mother/daughters, of friends, siblings, parents, allies, slaves or
people who survive abuse and adversity. All of it unique, none of it obvious or overly simple.
Anyone who says that this book is like any other trilogy out there and doesn't offer anything new
and special, just isn't paying attention.”

M. Walker, “It had so much potential.... To be completely fair, this series is one of the better ones
in this genre. It's by no means the best, but it certainly isn't the worst. I had no issue with the side
characters, or the villains in this series. The character development was masterfully done and I
enjoyed getting to know all of the characters better throughout the series, and understand their
decision making. Even the main Heroin was thoughtfully written and easy to root for. But the
ending to this trilogy was so underwhelming, it ruins all of the groundwork that was laid for us to
get here.Overall, this trilogy was enjoyable and there were many twists involved and solid
strategies at work to end the war, however the overall storyline was very predictable. There were
no surprise deaths or outcomes in the end, the author basically established who would survive
and who would win early on, and so yes, the ending was predictable, but again, the way in which
we got there was interesting enough for me to finish the series and enjoy it a lot. If you're
interested in why the ending hurts the series, keep reading:Theo is meant to be the savior of her
country and from the moment you start the series, you know she's going to succeed. The only
question is how will she get there. The answer is by working hard, trusting the right allies, and
actually thinking (yes, this heroin thinks for herself) of the best solutions and convincing her
allies to join her in executing them. She's not afraid to actually fight in a reasonable manner,
knowing when she can help and when she will be a liability, and also knowing when self sacrifice
is the right play (although it never pans out, it's impressive that she'd die for her
cause).**SPOILERS:This is exactly why the ending is so horrible, because in the end, it's not



her, but Blaise, who sacrifices himself for the country. It's not her, but Cress herself, who takes
her own life and rids the world of her cruelty. So much hard work and effort Theo put into freeing
her country, and in the climax of the entire trilogy, when she's faced with killing Cress, her loyal
wraiths, and saving the people who are held captive, she let's Blaise do all the work while she -
get this - literally holds on to him. That's it. That's what she did to win her country back. She held
on to a boy, and then instead of knocking him out which we know would have worked because it
was established in the second book, she kills him because the author wanted him dead, I
guess.If Theo wasn't involved in the final showdown of the book, her country still would've won
the war. Perhaps this wouldn't have damaged the series so much if it was written in third person.
A story told about a group of friends fighting for their country in third person would've given a
broader perspective and significantly increased the importance of each person involved. But
when the story is told through the eyes of one heroin and her involvement in the climax is
underwhelming, the reader is left feeling underwhelmed as well.I am looking forward to reading
more books from this author and I'm glad that I found this series. Nothing's perfect, but this was
by no means a waste of time. It's a great story, flaws and all.”

Abi, “the best book on.the planet. Absolutely amazing book I'm in love with the trilogy and
haven't stopped reading since !! I have been counting down the days since July when I read lady
smoke for this one to come out . I ship blaze x Theo and soren x Theo but most importantly Erik
x Herron”

micradriver, “Brilliant story.. This was the third book of The Ash Princess Trilogy. Excellent story,
good characters, full of suspense not knowing how everything would turn out. Would
recommend this series of books especially if you are a fan of Sarah J. Maas, Holly Black,
Cassandra Clare and Leigh Bardugo.”

Jazz wirth, “Interesting journey. I liked that it has strong female leads.I don’t like that it ends
rather abruptly with her on the throne. No follow up chapter of ie 5years later what has been
accomplished.People who love the touch of fantasy and not having every woman as a damsel
needing saving will love following Theo and her accomplices on the journey to Queendom.”

Jen, “My favourite Trilogy, amazing books!. So glad that I had all three books to hand rather than
waiting for the next to arrive and wait for the rest of the story. I couldn't put this book or the other
two down. I honestly felt as though I was in this book, that I felt everything the characters did.
Cannot wait for another book by this author, definitely my favourite books ever.”

Tay_LT, “Um final marcante repleto de lutas, perdas e emoções!. O terceiro e último capítulo da
série, sem nenhuma dúvida, marca o auge da história desenvolvida nos livros anteriores, tendo
o melhor e mais interessante enredo da trilogia. Com os personagens mais amadurecidos e a
relações de amor, amizade e ódio travadas entre eles melhor delineadas e definidas, a autora



se concentra em relatar todas as batalhas e dificuldades que a resistência de Astrea enfrenta
para ter de volta sua liberdade, suas terras e seu país.Após passar duas semanas perdida na
mina de fogo, Blaise, Artemisia e Heron encontram uma Theodosia enfraquecida que descobre,
logo quando acorda, que seu objetivo de aumentar seus poderes foi alcançado, e, a partir daí,
começa a traçar os planos e estratégias para chegar até a capital e derrotar Cress.Sem a
experiência de Soren nas batalhas, a proximidade de Blaise e o apoio de Erik, Theo, mais do
que nunca, toma as rédeas do destino de Astrea em suas mãos e vai criando um caminho para
que, mesmo com as desvantagens e os números menores, consiga finalmente retomar seu
trono.É um enredo que começa lento e vai ficando mais interessante, conforme as batalhas vão
se desenrolando, difíceis decisões são tomadas, sacrifícios e renúncias são feitos, culminando
no ápice da história que é a disputa frente a frente de Theo e Cress, que reserva ao leitor
algumas surpresas, uma perda inimaginável e muitas emoções.Apesar de algumas
similaridades da série com a distopia Rainha Vermelha, a autora conseguiu criar um mundo
próprio com uma heroína resiliente e que luta com unhas e dentes pelo seu povo, amizades
leais, um triângulo amoroso que não é o centro de tudo e uma vilã que não é somente vilã,
espelhando um pouco dos desafios da vida real e dos sentimentos que todos os humanos
possuem dentro de si. Muito envolvente. Um ótimo final!”

The book by Laura Sebastian has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 2,101 people have provided feedback.
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